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Assessment Criteriu Scale Comments
Introduction is well written, briď.
iItlerestirrg. arrd cornpellírrg. lt
motivates the work and provides a
clear staternerrt of the examined
issue. It presents and overview of
the thesis.

Outstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

see ",f tnal Comments and
Questions"

rlc utests sltows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the
sr-rbject matter through the
backgrourrd/review oť l iterature.
The author presents information
from a variety of qualíty electronic
and prirrt sources. Sources are
relevant, balanced ancl include
critical reaclings relating to the
thesis or problerr. primary sources
are includecl (if appropriaie).

IOutstanding{
] 
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

see ..ilnal Comments and
Questions"

l lle autnor careÍully analyzed tlre
information collectecl ancl drew
appropriate and inventive
conclusions sLlppofted by evidence
ldeas are richly srrppo,r.d *i,1,
accurate details that develop the
main point. The author's voice is
evident.

I Outstanding{
I Very good
Acceptable
Sorner,vhat cleficient
Very deficient

see '"t rnal Comments and
Questions"

4. The thesis displays 
".iti"at 

thint ,,rg
and avoids siniplistic description oi
sllmlnary of infonnation.

Or"rtstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

See "Final Comments and
Questions"

uot'lcluslon ettectrvely restates the
argument. It surnrnarizes the rnain
findings ar-rd follows logically from
the analysis presented.

6' The text is organized ňTlog,cal
manner. It flows naturally and is
easy to follow. Trarrsiliorrs,
summaries and conclusions exist as

Or"rtstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Sontewhat deficient
Very deficient

See ",Frnal Comments and
Questions"

Outstanding
Very good{
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient

Ďee "l tnal Uomtlrents and
Questions"
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appropriate. The author uses
standard spelling, grammar, and
punctuation.

Very deficient

1. The language use is precise. The
student makes proficient use of
language in a way that is
appropriate for the discipline and/or
genre in which the student is
writing.

Outstanding
Very good.(
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

See "Final Comments and
Questions"

8. The thesis meets the general
requirements (fonnatting, chapters,
length, division into sections, etc.).
References are cited properly within
the text and a cornplete reference
list is provided.

Outstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

See "Final Comments and

Questions"

This graduate thesis deals with a topic which definitely deserves a lot of attention - it
considers issues connected with teaching the English language to senior learners.

After an introduction to the topic, the author is considering individual aspects connected with
this specific group of learners; such as biological and social aspects of aging, ways and methods of
language teaching in general and in the final part ofthe theoretical background, she focuses on
rnethods that can be applied in the process of teaching the language to senior learners.

In the chapter dealing with the actual research, the author provides the results obtained from
the questionnaires, whích in my opinion are perfectly worked out, well-balanced and objective. Thus,
the results obtained from them seeln very objective. Next to this, they are presented in a perfectly
understandable and illustrative way - by means of diagrams accompanied by explanations and
commentaries.

The chapter dealing with the conclusions drawn from the results of the research only proves
the author's ability to work with data in a liighly objectrve way, synthesize and draw objective,
unbiased conclusions.

From the fonnal point of view, the work is at a very good level, occasional mistakes in
language use do not derogate to much frorn the high qLrality of the thesis. I consider it a very
successful piece of academic writing. (suggested evaluation: "ýborně'')

PhDr. Jarrnila


